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INTRODUCTION
AR

The American Council on duCation has reported that abdut half the students

,w110 entered col ege as fres en in 1961 and 1966 earned degrqes In four. years

an by 1971,,8d df the_19 1 class and 60% of the,1966 class had earned

degrees Crodays ducatio, 1975,. Hofstra' University has tepoi=ted its.

persistence rate for 1966.reshmen'at 5E4, or approximately the sjffie as the

national average '(McDermott and Lichtenstein, 1974)'. There&s reason to

believe that "...the long term -trend Over three decades°at lebst has been

that though enrollments have soared both in numbers and as percentage2of

population, the attrition rate has remained approximately constant over this
total period." (Huber, 1971). These comments suggest that the problem of i

attrition has not been eliminated. .

i

Alth ugh a comPrehensive review of the literature-6'n attrition is not feasible:

here, there exist a number of thorough 'sources for such information 1Summersk

1962; Tinto and Cullen, 1973).. Generally speaking, the research, on college

dropouts has been discouraging. ,,The.,.rVwch Addessuggest that volunatry
withdraNal from }college is multicausalland complex; "...there is rarely °a

single reason for a student to drop out" (Mcalrmott, 1975, p.2). Among the

variables that 'have been shown to have s'oce relationship to student

are "...academic optitItude, high school,g'rades, motivation, finances of the

students, end th.c...socihl and academic match between the student and the

institution" (',McDermott, 1975, p.2).
.

,

.' --

White'it is often possible to look at many Of the above mentioned variables

in relation to withdrawal, it i16. often difficult to asSiass the rcill masons- \_

-why a student may leave school. 9uestiOnnaires and it interviews have bedia

used both at New College of Hofstra and. other institu ions. 'Mile this
technique is sometimes-helpful, anyone involved in th evaluation f such

questionnaires er whd conducts such interviews is aw ft of the rel ,--tan(e cl

.
the part of riany, if;not most, students to state their real reasons. Q'ite

typically the student expresses no partttular, dissatisfaction with the

institution, his instructor-t,. or the curriculum, but states that he,is
___}-

. .

leaving for "personal.<ireasons", the specific nature of which is left Uniddh-

ti.r,

ified.

,,,,,' -:
.

ong the moretpcent and relatively successful attempts to identif-signifi-

cant variables in college drop out is a' study by BlanchfielC (1972). ,
- .

Blanchfield looked at both precollege and college'environmental variables.

This authdr was ablet.o discriminate betwe%n-dropouts and continuing students

at Syracuse University in terms of such vaEables as high school rank,

financia'aid, and a social concioUtness score.
1

This present study reldresents an att
differentiate continuing students fr
of Hofstra Univertity and. cp-nse4uent

monitoring in the future.
1

1

p

pt to identify variables whichilight
m withdrawn students at New Zollege

e
?R, variables that mighf be-worthwhile

ii .1*

ti



Attrition at New College: A Preliminary and Exploratory Study

PROCEDURES

:.. The' 55 students Comprising the sample of drop.eut§ for this study
from New College seMetipe,between SepteMb , 197 , and gantalw,1975.: Th'e
studentsbegan:their.coalegecarees some tw/en1969...andlt--4neetded
in the' simple of dr6p outs are 42 students w o began as freshmen at NO, College
and 13 who.transferredint6-New College. Since entranceotesting;at New College

,

did not begin until the Fall; 1973, the only data available on students who
,' entered prior to that time was. the information included on the students!
.transcripts and in their admisSions dockets. Ffir students who entered New
College 1973, additional test data including.a personality invehtery,were..,
also av 1 The followingreportpresents data, in four different.par-'
(1) an alysis of major area of study, semester hours of work attempted and,
completed, and SAT and High Sshoof'decile data for withdrawn .students;
(2) a comparison of continuing and withdrawn students who entered New CoAege

. in 1972 and 1973; (1) establishment of a,MktiPle regression equation; and
'(4) an analysis of exit questionnaire data:.

RESULTS,.
I-

;Profile of New College Dropouts
, 4

f .
Table 1 below provides a brea4down of major Area of study by freshmen and
transfer students who havdropped out sometime between SepteMher 19'73 and
JanUary 1975.
4

TABLE 1 --

AREA

Breakdown by Concentrati Area of Freshmen and Transfer--Students Who
Withdrew f-

Freshmen' Transfer _ ,Both

Humanities .19 7

Social Science 15 3 18

Natural Science 6 .7

Unknown,. 2 4

TOTAL 42 13 55

1. .

.

. . ,

Most of the dropouts concentrated in eithei the Humanities or the Social
Sciences-at New College, with the highest number of drOp outs in the
Humanities. Of the Tour major Areas of study, available to the New College
student (Humanities, SOcial Science, Natural Science, and Liberal Arts)
the majority of all students are either in the Humanities or Social Sciences,

I

4
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Attrition at $iew elollege: A Preliminarl, and Exploratory Study
Results (continued)

page .3' .

..,

with approximately 507, of the Atudenta identifying themselves as Social
Science students and approximately 307. ad'Humanities., Among the withdrawn
students we find that 477. are Humanities and 337. are Social Science: This
pay possibly suggest that-Humanities students experienc greater dissatis-
faction and rare more likely to drop outetliowever the s no method of.
confirming Such klypothesis from the avW.lable data.,

''.

Semestee hours completed. The-averageonumher of credits completed by
.

.4?

dropouts'eaCh semester was 13.27. This,is approximately Uhe same avera e
number of credits completed 'per'semester by all New College students'.
tiowever,.constdering.lust the Fast semester enrolled, prior to dropping
out, we find that out of a mean of 15.93 s.h. for,which registered, Che
dropout freshmenCompleted only 11.8 and.,the dropout transfers Only 8.15 s.
Table 2 contains a breakdown by, major Area of. the. number of 'completed

fo

> --

.
credits-in the last semester and the average number of completes credits
per semester for the withdrawn students..

o
/

TABLE 2 -,

oo
. 1

Breakdown by Concentration Area and Original. Status of CompletedCredits in Last
Semeater. and Mean NUinber of Completed Credits Each Semester for,Stddents Who Hive

.
.

e -..-

AREAk'gTATUS

. . Withdrawn, ..

.,

CREDITS LAST SEMESTER

FRESHMEN

Huminities ',.(N-= 19) 12.5

Social Sciences (N = 15), 11.5

Natural Scienes (N =6) 10.5

UnIcnown (N = 12.0

Total for Freshmen (N = 42) 11.8

TRANSFER

Humanities 0 = 7) 9.0

Social Sciences (N = 3) . 4.0

Natural Sciences (N = 2)

12)

8.2

8.15Total for Transfer*(N =

,
GRAND l'OTALS (N = .54) '11.37

,

MEAN CREDITS .COMPLETED

13.1
14.3
13.0
14.0
0

13.6

13.4

10.0
15.0

12.4

13.27

The data in Table 2 suggest th$ students who withdraw or who do not plan

to.return.the f011owing semester tend to be less likely to complete all of

their creditsin that last semter than they did in previous semesters.

nip pattern is particularly noticeable among transfer students.
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AttritiOn at New College: A Prelimihary,and Exploratory Study

Results (continued) .

5,

page 4
-..

SAT and High'School decilts. A tetal of 21 of the 55 withdrawn students

had accessifte Math and Verbal SAT scores and High School deciles and ,

,these are reported in Table

TABLE 3

The Mean Verbal'and Math SAT scores and High School Rank

r

AREA

for Withdrawn Students

VERBAL SAT

by Area

_ MATH SAT RANK

Humanities (N= 10) '
546 (s=96.7) 518 (s=82.81 2.8/ (8=1:5)

Social Science (N= 6) 523 (s=76.1) 590 (i=72.8) 3.0 (s=1.68)

Natural,Science-(N=3) 623 (s=65.5) 607 (s=77.6) 3.0 (s=0.0)

,Unknown (N= 2) 430(s =10.0) .460 (s=20.0) 5.0 (8=0.,9)

TOTAL 4(N= 21) t539 545 3.09

A further discussion/of the information preseted in Table 3 is-takeNup in tkie

following &ection of this repbrt and apin'in the discussion of) the regression

equation.

Comparison of Continuing with. Withdrawn Student's
-°

Twenty one of tHefwithdrawn students who ente,red.as freshmen fn the Fall

1972 or 1973 were chosen for comparison with a random sample of'comparable

continuing 1972 and 1973 entering freshmen. The two grbups 'were compared

,on accumulative grade point average, credits completed, credits attempted,

number of courses at units of 'Hof a University other than NewCollege,'

number of courses taken at New Col ege,/ Verbal and Math SAT scales; and

w
high school decile. 'Since the num r of students as small anbi since the

purpose of the study was exploratory An nature, the only procedure performed

was multiple use of simplelt tes s fdr significant differences between th

group means.
JP,

When perfoqming multiple t tests, it is' very likely that at least one of

the variables will appear to. be significant just bychance atone. 'The

'only variable sheian to be significant (.05 level) was credits completed.

However because df,the chance occurence of Significance, a more desired

significance. level would be .01. Using this .01 level, there were nor

significant varjables. Table 4 contains a summary of all the Above

indicated comparisons. k.

-)



Attrition at New Colleeez 'A'Preliminary and Exploratory Stay
Results "

4

TABLE 4

A icomparisOn.Between Withdrawn' and Continuing Student's n Accumulative .Ai
Cfedits Attempted, Credits Completed, 'Number of Main Camp s * Courses Attem
of New College Couses Attempted,. Verbal SAT (VSAT) and Ma h SAT (MSAT).an

Wank
e

page 5

rage,
tedp Number
High School

Ar agiabil Withdraw Students
. Contimuin g dents

;MEAN -7 MAN,

Accumulative Average 2.97 (d=1.77) 3.14 (s=1.8 )
redies Completed 41.5 (8=15.06Y** 53.1 (p=18. 9)
Credits Attempted 4736 (8=17.92) 58.48 (8=18.35)
# of Main Campus Courses ..5 - 04=2.n 2:4 ((s=1.04)
# of N.C. Courses 11.76 '(s=5.21)1 12.76 8=4.53)
VSAT 542.4 ts=85.6). 590.6 (8=90 39)
MSAT 567.6 (d=86.6) 568.3 (8=98 12)
B.S. Rank 2.94 (s.,:z1.39) 2.38 (s=1.,3)

Acant difference a -.051evel
* Main Campus is a term teed to refer,to'other units at Hafstra UniT/ersity.

** Sign

The completion ratio (dterMined by comparing the number of credits attempted
with the numbe completed) for the withdiawn students was '.87,while,for theft.'"
continuing count rparts it was .91, suggesting that the continuing tudents
have a slightly greater tendency to complete courses than do non-co tinuing
students. This difference is consistent with data predetted in Tah e 2, i.e.
the difference may be, accounted for, in art, by the dropouts f3ehavior in the
final semester. ef his attendance.

In addition to the above ccaparisons, a subset of the students 'was chosen
and compared with continuing students on OPI (Omnibus Personality Inventory)

test 'results. The OPI is a personality inventory with 14 scales and one
composite index. This instrument ostensibly measures characteristics related
to performance in'-college (Heist and Yonge,. 1968). Thirteen of the with-
crrawn students in the original sample had taken the OPI as entering freshmen

in 1973. A random sample of continuing students with the sane time of entry
were selected for comparison. Once again a simple t test was used to test
for significant differences. The two groups .t.Jere compared'oni13 of-the 14

scales and the composite index.*

The only scales found to be significantly different (.05 level) for the two
grotk8 were the Complexity and Practical Outlook scales. kTo accountfor the
likelihood of significance when using multiple t tests, the alpha level should
once again be .01. Using this alpha, no variable was found to be significant.)
All comparisons for the OPI appear in table 5.

OIThe fourteenth scale that was eliminated was the Response Bias Scale.. This 4

Scale indicates the response style of the student at the time of administration
of the OPI and consequently was not considered a significant scale to study.

f



Attrition at New Colleu: A Preliminary ancllExpl6ratory Study

Result's (continued) 0

ti

TABLE 5

page 6

Comparison of Withdrawy and Continuing
Students.on 13 scales `and IntellectUal.

Disposition Category Of the

SCALE' WITHDRAWN STUDENTS

1973

OPI

I

-.1

. OONTININUING STUDENTS

Thinking Introoi version ' 55.39 (s= 4.6). 54.08 (s= 7'.9)

Theoretical Orientation 49.62 6= 10.9) 53.I3 (s= 10.7)

Estheticism 55.00 (s= 8.62) 53.31 (s= 8.63)

CoMp4exfty* .62.00 (s= 9.72) 54.54 (s=. 7.91)

Autonomy 6i.46 (s= 4:03) 59.08 (s.r.-. 7.37)

Religious Orientation 59.08 (s= 6:74) 56.62 (s='5.47)

Social Extroversion 1 41.62 (sT 9.17) 47.77 (s= 12.6)

'Impulse Expression 58.46 .(s= 11;8) 56.00 (s= 12.9)

Personal Integration 46.77 (n= 8.17) 49.46 .(s= 9.35).-

Anxiety Leyel . A3.77 (&t= 9.55) 49.0d ('s= 11.9)

Altruism ' 50.23 (s= 9.05) 47.85 (s= 10.2)

Practical Outlook'" 3%08 (s= 7.01) 43.15 (s= 7.23).'

Masculinity - Femininity 45.08 ('s= 9,33) (s=i 9.17)

Intellect Category ,
4.16 (s= 0.99) 4.23 (s.- 1.09)

* Sigpificant at .05.level.

A f rther analysis of the comparison of withdrawn and contknuing.sgidens

appears in the graph laveled graph 1 on the ollowing page.

By observing the graph one notices the greater variability in the

dropout sample as one moves acropa the scales. Perhaps this indicates- the

dropouts have ttonger, definite beliefs about-their perceived personalities.

Looking further one noticzthe dropouts scored one standard deviation allove

the national tlorrms on the Complexity and Autonomyncales and one standard

deviation. below on.the Practical. Outlook scale. This may indicate a

teeter confidence in themselves and a desire to try-new and complex.thinga,,;,

and a dislike for practical applicatiOns. 1

Formation of Multiple Regression Equations

Multiple' regression equations have been deimloped many timen for dropout

.studies. Although they have not proven to be useful as predictive tools,

they are useful in a study such as this to determine some of the significant

Variableawhich might be worthy of further fnvestigiltion. Therefore, an

equation was developed using as the predictors thirteen scales of the OPI,

gNgsscores, high school decile, total accumulative grade point average (GPA),

first semester acammilative average, percent of courses completed in ell

semestersv percent of courses completed in first semester (with letter grade

evaluation): percent of courses' taken at N,w College out of the total .

number of courses taken, and percent of completed courses with letter grade

evaluation. In other wordsall possible variables for which data existed

for the withdrawn students were entered.

S,
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Attrition 'at New College: AtPreliminary and Ekpiorataty StUdy.

Results continuedi..

page 8

The SAT and high schodl, decile were.included since they are-traditional.
predictors of success. The accumulatiVe averages and percent of courses
completed along with percent of.coursee cempleped with a letter-grade were
included as additional indlce of sucCess Tile first saleeter data has
proven to be very usefill'ir other studies (BlanchfielA," 1971). Finally,

the WI scores were included since the characteristica_peasued are hdlieved

to be-relatT1 to Underachieivement:aneeventual dropout (Roth,°1970):. *el

Of the total of .26 students who were chosen for. the OP1 comparison, the
other inferthationwas only available op 16 of the students. Therefore,

the Teaults below are based on 'comparing- eight (8)withdrawn students =-to

eight (8)*Continuing students.,

Table 6 indicates the *order of variables entered in the regreSsion''.

equation according to the percent of variance ac ounte The first
nvariable entered stgPwiem into the equation waeth ercent of coursea

completed with a letter grade in' the first semester. This viable
accounted for 657.,of theivariability. The nex75 variables .are persenality

scales from the OPI:. Impulse ExPreseidn accounted for 177. of the variability,

Social'Extroversion-4%, and Anxiety Level' 37... The multipfe regression

coefficient at this,poine was .8942 with a, standard error of estimate of

..2699.

The figures discussed above-are basedon an N of 16; consequently, the only

purpose this analysis can 'serve is to suggest variables to study in the

futUre. k

TABLE 6

Variables Entered ii1 Regression Equation.
In Order of Theii. .Entry

1 - Percent of courses i,n first semedter with

letter grades
2 - Impluse Expression (OPI)-
3 - Social EXtroversion (OPI)
4.- Anxiety Level (OPI)
5 - Personal Integration (OPI)
6 - Theoretical Orfehtation (OPI):
7 - Percent of courses completed with letter

grade over alt semesters

8 - Altruism (OPI)
- First semester accumulative average

10 - Estheticism '(OPI)
11 - PerCent of courses taken at New College

12 ,..' Verbal SAT

13 - Introversion (OPI)
14,- Autonomy (OP I)

10



at_9ew;Co/lege: A Preliminary and Exploratory

. Results :

. .

It is interesting to''note here that of the first five 'Variables listed,.

' fegr of the scales from the OPI are included and that four scalieeare Ea)

scales from the OPI are'included.and 'that the9e foir cales are-the

scales of the OP.I 'Ialich r, late to personal and social adjUstment. .The.
5

i'4, Wr

suggestiOn is that personal adjustment may be-an important consideration ''--

.in the students eventual dibpping oht. This issue' needs further- study. .,-

. . 4

/

page-97

An41SPElis .of Exit QuestionnairesData

Questionnaire data was-vailale from two sources. First, a questfonnaire

was mailed to students who had withdrawn.,from New College after the first'''

semester, 1973 -14.. Of t1 24 questionnaires mailed, 1Q were returned.

. .

Results from this mailed questionnaire Indicated that 3'of the 19 respondents

had transferred to other schools. Six of the 10 respondents stlted that

they were not dissatisfied with New College, but left for 4ealth, financial

or .persOnarreasonh. Half of the respondents (N=5) indicated that they

4disliked,the.Hetpbtead community. ,One student cited that he left

New College becausp of a.. desire to major in a pline.not available at

the .callege, and another student indicated that a neededa more structured

.
academic program than New College provided,- Two f -the. 10 stOdents,indicated

general disaatisfaction with the Curriculum and pr gram.

The second source of questionnaire data,,./as gathered from the New College 4

Ex t, Questionnaire wkich was given to each student who voluhtarily withdrew

from the program durihg an ongoin3semester.' Data from this questionnaire

has been collected over the past three years. It should be noted that the

information here is not aOailable from dtudents who,withdraw by simply

failing to return in a subsequerat semester. Becapse of high variability in

response rate 'to individual quegtions, and because Of the inability to

categorize dome open-ended reaponses, given, no attempt has been made to

present these results in termqof percentages.

Results of the Exit' Quystipnnaire indicate. that the characteristics

the, withdrawn studentd fohnd most attractive, about the college were the

curriculum, the calcndaOstructure, small class size and personal relationship

.between faculty and students. On the other hand, a number of students,

stated that the ldck pf'variety in course offerings was the least attractive

ect of New Colleget

asked why they were leaving New.College, " personal reasons" were

en more than:any other reason. Although it is often difficult to assess

the exact natur4 of the "personal reason", such things' as getting married,

movipg, and.bOng needed at home were cited. Dissatisfaction with the

curriculum was the second most often cited reason for leaving, with .

"financial-reasons the next most common explanation. 1

In terms, of plans after leaving college, six students indicated that they

intendedto transfer to otherschools and nine stated that they,planhed to

.work. Of 15 respondents to the Exit Quetionnaire 10 indicated that they

planned. to complete their undergraduate education at some time in the

future$' 1 indicated no intention to complete the BA, and 4 were uncertain.
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§UMMARY A

The purpose of, this tgdy was to explore possible variables that might
be related to ttident attrition at New.Cokleg. A total of 55 students
who had withdrawn from New Coilegekover. a period of three Semesters
(September 1973 to January 1975) were studied. Where possible, a
comparative analysis. re similar data forcompatable continuing students
was performed.

In summary, most of the withdrawn students had.codcentrated in either the .;

,Hdthanities or Social Science programs.at New pollege, withthe highest
-percentage of students withdrawing from the Humanities program. That
these tea areas,are,predominatly represented among the dropouts is not
surpriiing since most New College students concentrate'in one or the

6., other of these two,areas.

Students who withdraw from New College tend to- complete a lower percentage
of their attempted credits- during their final semester than they do in
previods semesters. Their. completion ratio for their final semester prior
to withdrawal .is also lower than for.their:continuing counterparts.' This .

phenomenon may suggest that students who 1do not plan to continue lose
interest in their academic work or are lese'motlVated insome other
faShion; however; if is a "chicken or egg" question--OO students fail to
complete work in their final semester because they do notlplan to return.,,
or do they not return because of a failure to complete work resulting
froma general lose of interest? In other words, the possible explanations
may be complex, and need to he investigated further'.

Although there werelno significant differences between wIthdra and
continuing students on the various scales of the OPI, the Co.' exity and
Practical Outlook scales did show some difference. Als e pattern of .

acoreson.the OPI appears to be more variable for w drawn students than
continuing students. The exact meaning of these fferences cannot be
determined because of the small -size of the sample A the lack of
statistical significance of differenced.

The multiple regression equation pointed to the importance of the student's
first semester's work at New College. While no definitive concluSiOns can
be drawn from the multiple. regression equation, the followidg Ideas are
suggested: level of personal adjustment (as suggested by OPI scale scores)
combined with performance during the first-semester (compldtion of_a high,
`percentage of course work with letter grade evaluation) may be the most .

importaht variables in prediqpinr whether a stlicient will drop out of New
College. It is interesting to note that GPA,'SAT scores, high school
docile, and personality characteristics related td intelleEtual disposition
appear to be less impoktant in predictiltp eventual withdrawal. These
.nonclusions are highly apecul tive since the regression equation was
formulated on ouch a smalla,W.10 (Nt1.6),, but may suggest variables

-worth investigating further.

A.

S 2
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Further ircvdstig4lon of the prbblem 9f attrition is obvioUslyin cessary,

--'
.; ..

even essential at a time when enrollments in general at privateCv. colleges

"ancUuniverSitietsUch as, HoOtra are'decriningAnd Where the total stbdint

pool-is stablizing or decreasing. This study has served to - suggest some

-variables.,..whi44 may be worthWhile Mopitoriag. FOr ex:ample," where problems ,

beg ririii; manifest-eheMselvps in the first semester, perhaps indi riduai,ized

--e-Interventfon'Programs fOr Such students should.be Implemented.
N

, .. .

. .

.
, , . .

cTheresare many.9ther variables- which have not peen ekPlored in the preSent

study- deserve further attentiOn.''One%of the ttost ativibut examplei

is the nature of residenceorthe withdraWn students .i e resident vs.

commuter., Chficerins (1974Yhas Sugggsted that resident vs. commuter status

is h signitiont variable in"overal student experience, specifically

,Pointing out that residential. students-become more, 40-1X involvedlintheir

.: ,educatIOnatexperience. Resildentiap status may therefore' be a meaningful,'

college environmentaivariable tO:stuay in relationt6 attrition.
,.1-: .

..,

"'
.

McDermott (1975), based 'upon a review of-the'riterature, has emphasized

-,thdATpo5tance of studying'the college environment Vaud its relative,

inaneFlee on the students who withdraw. What may prove to be is - productive

approach is to identify the:pypes of students the College serves best.

Armed with thilinforMation, reeruitment,programs and college- programs can

be geared accordingly. Essentially, thismeans'.an approach different from

.
'the one pursued in thii report; ratherthan,studying the students who

iiithdraw, study the students who remain, attempt to identify the population

the college is apparently, serving Well, and'identify what the College, is in

fact- doing to serve those students, and finally emphasize those positive

fhotors.in program deVelopment, U-,

..

In a review of the Huber (1971) article, and with referenCe"to schools with

retention,rates exceeding"8070, McDermott (1975) observed;' "The adminis-

trators of theatOsaidtls haVe available for their use objective descriptions

of their institutional environments; their size, faCilities, faculty,

resources, student attitudes and needs, etc. are regularlyassessed
Whenadvertising'the.schooWthe functions,are publicized in an open and
-
forthright fashion, neither underselling nor overselling the product." (p. 8)

t The point is thOra more careful matching of students and college environm nt

I
I may be a major ste toward alleviating the attrition problem.
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